HIGH PERFORMANCE. HIGH QUALITY. EXCEPTIONAL VALUE.

Ideal for radiology departments, imaging centers, orthopaedic and urgent-care facilities.
**CARESTREAM DRX-Ascend System**

**SYSTEM FLEXIBILITY**

DRX-Ascend Systems operate with portable, wireless DRX detectors that can be used in the table as well as in the wall stand for single- or dual-detector scenarios. Because they’re portable, the detectors can also be used on top of the table for exams. A fixed, 43 x 43 cm detector is also available for the wall stand.

Plus, the DRX-Ascend is now available with table and wall stand autotracking, for enhanced convenience and workflow.*

“Quiet-Lift” Elevating, Float-top Table

The revolutionary design of the “Quiet-Lift” Elevating Float-Top Table provides a number of innovative features. With a patient weight capacity of 650 lbs. plus an extra-wide design, the table is able to support the full range of patient types comfortably. In addition, its Fail-Safe electromagnetic braking system and collision-avoidance electronics ensure patient and operator safety. The table lowers easily to accommodate a variety of stretcher and wheelchair patients. You can also choose a table that has all the same key features with the exception of table elevation.

Vertical Wall Stand

Standing examinations are easy with the VERTI-Q Wall Stand, due to the extensive vertical travel range: from 13.75” (34.9 cm) minimal center-to-floor distance for weight-bearing knees on pediatric patients, up to 74.25” (188.6 cm) for upright exams on adults.

The VERTI-Q Wall Stand with optional manual tilt allows positioning of the bucky horizontally for upper extremity imaging or under a movable table for supine imaging.

All VERTI-Q Wall Stands integrate our exclusive EZ-Glide hand control, which is ergonomically designed to allow operator adjustment from a comfortable standing position, with minimal effort. By pivoting on its axis (105 degrees), the EZ-Glide hand control maximizes the technologist’s efficiency and comfort during vertical adjustment of the image receptor.

New Autotracking Option

The floor and ceiling tube stand track with the table or wall stand in the Z axis – allowing enhanced workflow. Autotracking also allows you to stay by the patient’s side while the tube follows the detector to the correct location.

Rotating Detector Tray

The unique rotating detector tray for the table and wall stand allows quick and controlled manual portrait/landscape rotation of the DRX Detector without lifting it out of the tray. Tray locks provide safe placement and removal of the detector.

*Wall Stand shown with optional manual tilt bucky.*
TechVision with Digital Image Preview and Study Management
Available with Carestream’s TechVision™ Technology. TechVision is truly an innovation for the technologist. The multi-color touch-panel screen mounted at the tube-stand hand grip allows the technologists full remote generator control for AEC and manual technique selection from within the exam room. The technologist is able to remain close to the patient during exams, improving patient care and productivity. TechVision provides full two-way generator integration with the DR console for control and display of generator parameters, as well as DR Image Preview and Study Management within the exam room. Image recall allows for review of any previous image for the current patient.

POWERFUL SOLUTIONS. YOUR CHOICE OF CONFIGURATIONS.

Floor-mounted Tube Stand
This versatile tube stand provides extended freedom of movement to easily accommodate a wide range of examinations – including the most challenging views, such as weight-bearing, cross-table and off-table studies. The stand is easily positioned with fingertip switches on the operator hand control. A single switch releases all tube-stand locks for multi-directional adjustments. An easy-to-read indicator displays the system position. Expansive longitudinal and transverse travel assures complete radiographic coverage.

Overhead Ceiling-mounted Tube
This innovative overhead tube offers advanced operational and ergonomic features with virtually unlimited positioning capabilities. A telescopic column allows for a wide range of vertical travel, while broad longitudinal and transverse travel ranges provide additional exam flexibility. Hand grips include convenient multi-function switches and permit highly responsive system adjustments.
Right for Today. Ready for Tomorrow.
Carestream is ready to help you plan the most effective route to your X-ray imaging future. Our scalable equipment design and modular components mean high performance today, along with easy, affordable upgrades for years to come.

Let’s plan out your equipment migration together – you’ll gain the confidence that your current technology investment will continue to pay dividends well into your future.

A Community of Service and Support
For dependable service, look to our Customer Success Network. We work continuously to improve your imaging performance, help you to innovate as needs change, and make the most of your budget and resources. Carestream’s Customer Success Network surrounds you with a dynamic team of experts, with a Single Point of Entry for easy, customized access to the right people in every situation. You and your patients will benefit from the expertise and best practices only Carestream can deliver – based on thousands of customer engagements worldwide and our 100-year heritage in medical-imaging innovation.